Designing and impIemen@ng generic software components is encouraged by languages such as object-oriented ones and commonly advocated in most application areas. Generic software components have many advantages among which the most important is reusabiity. However, it comes at a price: genericity often incurs a loss of efllciency.
Introduction
The object-oriented paradigm has well-reco@zed advantages for application design, and more specifically for program structure. It makes it possible to decompose an application in terms of well-defined, generic components, closely corresponding to thestructure of the modeled problem, This structuring leads to a number of important s&wa.re engineering improvements regarding maintainability and reusability of code. However, these advantages often translate to a loss in performance.
The conflict between software generality and perfor-, mance has long been recognized in areas such as operating systems [9] and graphics [28] . This con6ict is b@ng increasingly addressed, with success, using forms of program specialization, This approach consists of adapting a generic pr0gGi.m component to a given usage context. Program specialization can lead to considerable performance gains, by eliminating from the specialized code all the aspects which do not directly concern that precise context. Often, specialization has been performed msnuapy by adapting critical program components to the most common usage patterns [36, 35, 6] . This manual approach solves the e@ciency problem, but has a limited applicability, because of the complexity of such a task. Recently, some tools have been developed to automatic&y specialize pro$ams [l, 3, 11, 4, 26, 27, lo] . Applications of such tools are emerging l Flexible execution support. Introducing specialization in an &ting application often requires mechankcs to be integrated in the run-time environment. These mechan$ms include: triggering the sprzci&&ia~, detecting when e specialized compouent can no longer be used because the usage context has changed, deciding whid speciakd versions should be kept and how long. Ln our approach, some of these sspects are atomaticaby inferred from the declarations; others are explicitly specified in the declarations.
Overview of our Approach
We have developed language extensions for object-oriented languages aimed at axjcx8sing program specialization in a separate and declarative way. In our approach, the user does not need to know how a speciabzer works, but only has to declare what program components should be spe&ized and for which usege contexts-h'or au abject-oriented lauguage, this amounts to specifying what methods should be specialized and what variables should be used for speciabxation. Given these de&rations, a special-purpose compiler dotcrminee how the specialized methods wiU he generated and managed The result of the compilation is au extended version of the source program, able to trigger specialization when needed, and to replace the specialized components in a transparent way. Our unit of declaration is a speciakc~n cltrss. It enriches information regarding an existing class. The relationship between regular classes and specialization classes is defined by a form of inheritance, based on predict&e dasses es developed by Chambers [S] . An important conseqnence of this technique is the ability to perform incremental specialization [14] based on class inheritance. That is, the specialization of a class is not fixed, it evolves as speciabzation values become available.
Cotiguring au application for a given usage context now amounts to separateIy declaring a set of speciakation clams. From these declarations, the speciaked behavior is derived.
Our declarative approach to program specialization has been implemented for Java. It has been introduced as a preprocessing phase. Our implementation produces s&n-dsrd Java programs which integrate a customized execution support for specialization.
Example
Let us briefly illustrate our approach by showing how it cau be applied to optimize a fragment of existing code. We compare the result with that of a manual approach. The next sections will describe a more complete example dealing with a filesystem.
Our first example is the DirectColarHodel class taken Corn the standard library java. avt .image. A color model is a representation of a color pixel es a 3%bit integer. The default model uses 8 bits for each primary color (red, green, blue) , and the extra 8 bits for an attribute c&xi tram+ parency. The user can define a custom color xiodel in which a diGrent pattern of bits is used for each c&r component. The DirectColorHadel class converta a pixel in a user-defined color model into the default color model.
A new color model js defined by creating a new instauce of DirectColorKodel with arguments specifying the data layout. The constructor (see figure 1) computes from these argumenta a value for each local variable of the instance. These values are invariant througlumt the lifetime of the instance. Method getRGB0 uses these values to convert a single pixel Scorn the custom color model to the default color model. Typically this method is applied to every pixel of an image. Therefore, it is useful to spxiahe this method to the invariant conversion parametere.
Considering a user-defined color model for low-resolution cohxs which uses only 4 bits per color component, method getR@%O can be specialized quite drastically3 resulting in the code shown in Sgure 2. Compared to the original version in figurb 1, the f&r helper functions have been unfolded and ah the computations based on local variables have been performed, including some arithmetic operations and test eliminations.
A manual approach to specialize this example woald ccmsist of the followiug steps. F'irst, the user has to extract the cede of getRGB0 from the library, and produce the specialized version. In a second step, the uxr must de fine a new sub&m of DirectColorNodel which overrides getRGB() with the specialized version obtained previously (the Hbrary class D~rectColorHodel must be rewritten too, to get rid of the Snel. keywords). Finrally, any code requiring this specialization needs to be changed to use the new eubclass whenever appropriate. The user is responsible tir u5ingtherightversion.
In contrsst, our declarative approach to specialization only requires the user to specify the 'speciehzation opportrmity, via the specialization class shown in figure 3. The specializaton class lists the invariants corresponding to a low-resolution color model, and indicates the method to be specialid with respect to these invariants. Based on this specification, a program speciabzer is automaticaby invoked to produce the specialized version of method getiGB().
The library cless DirectColorHodel is else automatically sewritten to check, whenever a new instance is created, whether aU the specified invariants are satisfied. Eso, the speciafized vemion of method getRCD() ie %staDedU in that iustrincel; Othhr?rwjse, the generic version is installed instead. As a consequence, uses code does not require any ckauge, since the choice of the version to be used is trausparently taken by the library cIass ifmlf.
We have applied our speciahxation tools to this exampIe and measured a speedup of 1.7, when using the Java interversion 1.0.2) on a 200 MHz UltraSPARC snmling under solaris.
Contributions of this paper
Our contributions cau be summarized as follows:
l We introduce a high-level Iangnage for decking program speciaiization aspects of programs. This language is frilly integrated in the object-oriented paradigm.
l This integration allows us to introduce incremental specialization based on the &ES hierarchy. As a rt+ sulk, classes exploit specidization values as they became avaikbie.
lLater eectionn deauibe in detail how our compiler lnstafla diierant methods in dfferent instances. Figrye 3: A speciak;ttion class for a low-resolutio@ color model representing each color compan&~ 0114 b&i l Processing these declarations both produces directives to perform various forms of specialization (compile time, run time, . . .) and generates the run-tie support to manage the specializations.
As a result, our declarative approach brings together a variety program specialization techniques, usually used in isolation.
l Our approach is implemented for the Java Ianguage. Processing of specialization declarations produces standard Java programs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In seetion z we examine the aspects that should be covered by a declarative approach to specialization.
In section 3, the syntax and the semantics of speciabzation classes are presented, a complete example of specialization classes is given, and our compilation scheme to Java is outlined. Section 4 describes specific ilspects of specialization classes involtig run-time specialization.
Section 6 discusses related work, and Section 6 presents some perspectives end conclueions.
The complete compilation algorithm is given in Appendix A.
Issues in Declaring Specialization
A declarative approach to defming the specialization behavior of a program component must address all the aspects of specialization. More specific&y, it should make it possible to express w/bat should be specialized and how it should be specialized Before presenting the details of anr approach, lot u5 ii& examine these aspects.
What to Specialize
Declaring specialization invo2ves identifying the program components that should be specialized, and describing the usage contexts for which the components should be adapted Components associated with multiple usage contexts may require incremental specialization to best exploit all available specialization values.
Program components, Traditionally, the program components considered for specialization are: the whole program, n set of procedures, a procedure, or a block of code (within a procedure). The choice of a particular entity depends on the language structure, and more importantly, on the power of a given speciahzer -for example, whether the specialization process is intra/inter-block or intra/interprocedural.
Specialization context. The usage codext for which a program component is spe-ciabzed is a set of predicates river some parts of the program state, which hold over some period of time, Program specializers usually consider predicates consisting of equalities, that is, epecializa$ion is performed given some variables having some specific values. In general, a predicate is said to be compiI&ime ifit can be evaluated at this early stage. Otherwise it is said to be run-time.
Besides its stage, a predicate must be classified with re epect to its lifetime, ie., whether or not the predicate can change its value during run time. If its v&e can never change, the predicate is said to be stable. If it can be invalidated because of some state changes, it is said to be unstable. Both stable and unstable predicates correspond to actual situations found in real experiments {36,35,39]. buxementd speckdization. A set of predicatee may not be sat&&d ah at once. UsuaUy, all predicates do not become -true at onTherefore, it is nseful to be able to describe a sequence of specXization contexts for a given program component so that it can be specialized further as more v&es become available.
How to Specialize
The operational aspects of specialization involve applying specialization and integrating the specialized components into the program.
Triggering spechdization, An important issne in using specialization is when to produce the specialized code. For contexts depending only on compiletime predicates, specializa6ion can be applied eithtx at compile time or at mn time. E'or the other contexts, specialization must be applied at rnn time. In this latter case, some run-time support must detect when all the predicates in the context become valid, trigger the speciabzation, and replace the component (either immediately or when the component is need).
Preserving the validity of spekdizations.
For contexts depending on m&able predicates, the rnn-time support must preserve the valid@ of the special.izations. This impIies detecting when the predicates are invalidated, and repIacing the specialized component by one compatible with the current state.
caching speckdizations. Run-tie specialization requires a run-time cache to essociate speciagzed components to their contexts, so that no duplicate specializations ere produced. Due to limited space resources, one may only want to keep a few frequently used specialized components. As a result, caching techniques need to be used to manage run-time specialized components.
Specialization Classes
Now that we have detailed the issues involved in specializing programs, let us present our declarative approach to addressing these issues.
Specialization classes separately define the speciahaation behavior of existing classes. A specialization class 0 defines a context for speciebzation, l indicates which program components should be specialized for this context., and l possibly &cts some options for thospecia&zation support.
We choose the granularity of a specializable program component to be the set of methods associated with a (regular) class. Each specialkation class is attached to a class in the target program. Mnltipls specialization classes can be attadhed to a single class, captnring dhferent opportunities for specialization. If these opportnnities define a sequence of incremental specialization stages, the specialization classes can be extended step by step, instead of being all defined f+oIR scratch. The syntax of specialization classes is given in figure 4 . The syntax is given as a JaM, extension: the undefined nonte.rminak fidentifier, integer, cfass~name, uuri'abfamame, method-name, methohpvtotype and mettrobdefinition) are those d&ned by Java.
Semantics of Specialization Classes
In this section, we describe informally the semantics of specialization classes. The compilation scheme from a Java program with specialization classes to a standard Java program is discussed in section 3.3. -In Java, there are already two forms of inheritance. First, a class (or an interface) can t&end another class (or interface, respectively). Second, a class may also impfementsome interfaces. We tried to keep the same spirit, by attaching a specialization class to a (regular) class via a new form Of inheritance, specialize.
AlI the specialization classes attached to a reguIar class .C form a hierarchy of possible specialization states. Class C is calkcl the root class. Each specialization class either specializes a regular class, or extends another specialization class, All the @IaS (variables and methodsj occurring in a specialization cb must exist in the corresponding root class. In other words, a specialization class cannot add new fields to a clam. This is because specialization classes are not meant to add functionality to a class, but to adapt it to a particular context. To define this specialization context, a specialization class S adds some constraints over existing variables of some class C, by definiig a list of predicates on the object's state. An object of class C is considered to be "in specialization state S' whenever all the predicates of specialization class S are valid. When this, is the case, the specialized methods defined by S override the generic versiDns def5nec.l in class C.
A special csse times wheq an object of cIess C satisfies all the predicates in two different specialization classes S' and S" at the same time. In principle, the specialization class can be chosen randomly, since both are applicable. In practice, our compiler guarantees that, if the inheritance relation defines an order between 5" and S", then the more specialized state is always chosen.
The predicates can either refer to the local state, if they involve an instance variable of non-object type, or to nonlocal state, if.they include an instance variable of object type. Fbr the moment, we do not consider array instar~co variables, nor class variab@.
A predicate on a variable of non-object type can be elther compile-time or run-time. The syntax for compile-time predicates is "aariabIe-name==~nZue;", where the value is a compile-time constant. The syntax for run-time predicates is simply "uatiuble-name;" without giving any value for the variable. This predicate is true for any value and is valid IIB long as the value does not change.
A predicate on a variable of some object type clatis 01 constrains that sub-object to be in a specific spcci~nti~ state S1 {where Sl is a spec%lization class for class 01), The preclimti is written trSl uariabtename;", similar to a Java type declaration. In fact, it can be considered that the variable was redefined to be of a more precise type.
We made a deliberate design choice to restrict prcdicates to these simple forms, which arc directly usable by a program special&r. This restriction allows the spccialized method to be automatically derived from the generic definition by the program specializer. However, the syntax allows the user to specify a complete method definition for the case when the method is specialized manually.
Note that there is no distinction between stab10 and unstable predicates, at the syntactic level. Indeed, in an objedioriented language such aa Java, it is simple to determine statically which predicates can never be invalidated -it suflices to check that the corresponding variables are assigned only in the constructors.
The syntactic constructs described so far alllow th'o user to declare what specialization to do. There are some other syntactic constructs through which the user can influence how the specialization is achieved (keywords runtixno and cached). They relate to run-time specialization, and =O discussed in section 4.
3.2

Specializing 8 Filesystem
In a previous study [Xi] , Pu et al. motivated the need for incremental specialization in the context of adaptive operating systems. This experiment focused on the HP-UX file system. A number of stable and unstable predicates were identified', mider which specialization was performed by hand with very good reqlts. The validity of specialized versions was managed by hand-written pieces of code called guards, manually inserted in the motied @e system source, which both installed specialized verdow and restored unspecialized ones.
The exampIe presented below is a Java program, directly inspired by the HP-UX experiment. We define the specialization classes for the main objects, and we show how our approach makes the management of specialized versions automatic.
The key concepts of a Unix-like file system are the file and the i-node (for the sake of simplicity, we do not fake Vnodes into account). Two data structures implement theso entities: the tie descriptor and the i-node descriptor. In fact, the file concept in Unix is an abstraction for character streams. It covers much more than regular disk files, as it Vhe target Java program can contain any array or class varlnblssj the only restriction is that they cannot bc involved in n prcdlcnto, sin that study, stable predicatw are called InvarIants, and unstable predicates are called quasi-invarianta.
inchdes: sockets, devices, pipes, etc. The actual type of the file is stored in an i-node descriptor -there is one for each device, c@k file, or pipe -that is refereuced in the file descriptor. An i-node descriptir (see figure 5 ) contains, aumng other elements, type information and access permissiins. In fact, the type information (p@iaUy in the pipe Bag and partially in the mode bit-mask) never change once the i-node is crented, The access permissions (alao part of the mode bit mask) may be changed via the &nod0 method. The most important methods of au i-node are the read and write methods (for conciseness, PriteO is omitted). The read method 18 generic in that it covers functionality belonging to all types of i-nodes. Figure 6 shows a specialization &as which specializes the generic i-node definition for the case where the i-uode refers to a read-only, disk fiIe. It declares that whenever an i-node has the spe&ed values for the variables pipe and mode, a read operation should invoke a read method specialized with respect to these values. Whenever the state changes (i.e., the i-node is no longer read-only), the generic veraion should be used ngain.
One could advocate for a differeut design of the Elesys-' tem, which consists of creating a static i-node s&hierarchy, with a different class for pipes or devices; this would make it possible to separate the read functionality into cl&t-iuct, overloaded methods. This design is seldom adopted, because the different read iimctionzdities are quite complex and closely intertwined; such a separation would create a lot of handwritten versions of the same meffiods, and increase the risk of errors. Program specialization is an appropriate solution here, because it allows to derive the specialized functionality for each i-node type, directly from the generic version. Program specialization can furthermore eliminate other checks which cannot be encoded in a static hierarchy, like test;ng the access permissions at each read operation.
Compiliqg Specialiition Classes
The compilation scheme takes as input a Java CIass clefiuition and a set of specialization classes. It creates a new Java &se definition that incorporates all the specialization behavior. We detail the compilation process for the i-node example. The complete compilation algorithm is given in Appendix A.
As a naming umventiin, notice tkt new field names (variables or methods) introduced by the compiler are prefixed with 'scl.
The compiler splits the node into se~o.rd object& (see ctionality of the original i-% ure 7). AR enclosing object (shown in figure 6 ) reprodnces the basic functionality of the original i-node, but dekgates the evolving part of its behavior to au implementation object. Actually, two impIementatioua are created: a generic one (shown in figure 9 ) and a specialized one (shown in figure 10} , conespondiug to tk specialization class ReadFilaInode (see fgure 6).
Such an object, which changes its implementatiou dynamically is abstracted by au interface, named Mutable in i;pure 11. Therefore, the compiled i-node is eurichedto support this level of abstraction. It includes a hew variable, named scImp1, that refers to the current implementation object. The %pecializable" method reacU1 in the enclosing object is repLed with a forwarding method, which simpIy invokes the current implementation object. Note that the Enclosfig abject 3IIlualementet :&I Figure 7 : The compiled i-node impkznentation object must execute all the methods as if they were executed by the ori&al i-node object. To 'do so, the implementation object maintains a pointer (called scEnc1) to the enclosing object. Any self reference that occurred in the original object methods (via.this) is replaced by a rbence to the euclosiug sbject (via scEnc1).
In order to detect state changes, which may a&& the current implementation, assiguments to variable mode are guaniedt em-y assignment to this variable is replaced bi a ca3i to a new method, named scSetnmde0.
Besides doing the nvsignment, this method checks whether the new vabre invalidates specialized methods. If an assignment has inx&dated the current specialization state, the sc??otify() method is invoked to determine a new specialization class. More precisely, it proceeds by taking every specialization class related to the i-node, and checks whether aU its predicates a14 satished. When a speciabzation class is found (PossibIy the generic class), the current impIementation is updatedby invoking the private method scSuitchToEupl() .
In fact, moving to a new specialization class may change the set of guarded variabbles since it may rely on predicates involving different variables. Note that assignments to the pips variable are not guarded; a trivial static analysis d&m-mined t&at this variable ie 3mver assigned outside the constructors.
When changing the implementation, scSuitchToIwpl0 method produces a new iustance of either InodeIupl or BeadFfletiodebpl.
In the i-node example, all the ep~ cialized methods are producedat compile time, but in case of run-time specialiiation, creating a new implementation invokes the run-time special&r on the iiy.
Assigsments in the cousixucto~(s} are not guarded, since the state is not yet completely initia&ed. The consixuctor(s> are qnly extended to call thescXotify0 method right beforereturuiug. Indeed, at this stage the state is complete and the @&uue.utation corresponding to this initial state msy be selected.
Extending the Filesysterp Example
We now present a oomplete example, where both the 6Ie object and the i-node object are specialized. The example showshow the two speci&zatious are C.D~~OSI$ by &f%ng a predicate on non-Iocal state, and by preserving its validity at run time. It also coyem the use of run-time predicates and au exampIe of incremental specialization.
The original definitian of the 61e destiptor is given in 6gure13. Afiiedescriptoriscreatedeachtimeafileis opened: The descriptor contains a reference to the correspending i-node, an opening mode (which cannot be more Figure 11: The Mutable interface permissive than the access mode Of the i-node), the curreut position in the file, and a reference counter (indicating how many processes are using the flle). Variables ino and mode never change after the file is opened. Variable count Can only be changed if the fde is duplicated (method dupe). In practice, this operation is executea quite rarely. The file position is incremented at every read. The specialization for the i-node is the same as previously, For the fie, two specialization stages are defined, as described in figure 14 . The first stage (specialization class ReadFile) defines an open disk file: the predicate on the mode is a run-time predicate, since it holds for any value. In fact, any open mode triggers useful specialization. Variable ino is redefined to be of specialization class ReadFileInode. Thus, it requires the corresponding i-node to be in speclalization state ReadFileInode. As a result, specialization happens inter-procedurally, that is, not only does the read method of the tie object get speciaiired, bnt also the read method of the embedded i-node object. In our example, the specialized version clirni.nates the access test and in-lines the call to the (specialized) i-node's read method.
The second specialization stage for a file adds a new constraint; the disk file should be aa;essed exclusively by one process. In this case, the read method is even simpler, because the concurrency constraints on the file level can be ignored Therefore, the synchronized branch is removed in the spccielized version.
To keep the specialization states coherent between two intar-depen@nt objects (sncb as the file and its i-node), there is a s@ple protocol between the two objects via the Nutable interfbce (see figure 11) . Each mutable object, such as the i-node, maintains a list of references to other mutable objects which depend on its state. When a & is connected to an i-node, by an assignment to its ino vailable, the file declares itself q a client of the i-node object, by invoking the ino.scACtgGhO pet;hod (see figure 12) . The ino. scAtCach() method records the file in a list of clients (variable scaient).
Consequently, if some predicates in i-node do not hold anymore, the fiIe object is notified (scNotify0) that ita i-node cannot be used far specialisatian anymore. Method scNotify() inspects the current state of the file, including the state of the i-node -by dhg Lno . scIsA(llBeadFileInodeil~. The boolean method acIsA('iatate~ame~') allows a client to check if a mutable abject has at least reached a given specialization state. l?indly, when a file is closed, it invokes ino, scDetach() , which deletes that Be from the scCIient list.
Let us examine how the whole example works with a simple main program @e's main0 method), as shown iu figure 13. The program creates an i-nade for a disk file, 5. sc$ktachO 4. scSwitchToImplO Figure 12 : The protocol between File and Iaode iuitially with read/write permissions, and opens a file object on this i-node in read-only mode. The constrnctors for both objects inspect their states. The i-node selects the generic implementation, because the access permissions are not read-only. The file selects the generio implementation too, because its i-node is not in state ReadFileInode.
Afbxwards, the access permissions of the i-node are changed to read-only. Since the assignment to the mode variable is guarded, the predicate defined on mode is @ecked. Because it zlow holds, the i-node object switches to a ReadFileInode implementation, and not&s the file object. The file notices that t&e i-node is now specialized, and switches directly to ExIcReadFile, because the value of variable connt is 1.
Finally, a dup0 operation applied to the tie triggers an un-specialization of the file up to the ReadFile specialization class. When the i-node returns to a read-write mode, bath objecb return to the generic implement&ion: fir& the inode object, and then, by propagation, the file object too. 
Rup-time Specidization Issues
Whq a spec5cdisatian dass defines a run-time predicate (like the predicate on the mode in a BeadFile), the specitied implementatians for this class cannot be generated before execution becanse the precise constant values are not laaxvn hlailvan~
In con$rsst, compile-time predicates can be exploited either at cqmpile time or at run time. Usually, compile-time apecializ&an is prefened because if does not incnr the runtime code generation cost. However, run-time specialiaation may have o#m advantages. For qample, if N speciahzation classes are defined for a given root class, speciahzatian aixxmI$e time has to specsdatively genera% iV implemen& tions. Bun-we speciahzatipp generates only the irnplementations qix# iat a given momant. Elt&r choosing compiletime or run-time specialization is a trade& between time and space; this choice is us&& drivtzl by the application. As +z$#R& below, our solution consist Of using a default behavior, and provide the v vith declaration suppart to overwrite it.
Cur compiler computes for any spe&&zaiiion class 8 speciali.zation time attribute, which can be either run-time or compile-time. This attribute is attached to the G@ale specialiaetion class (instead of to every predicate), because , predicates are not exploited individnafly. By default, if a speciabzation class contains only c0mpile-time predicates, the compiler infers a "compile-time" attribute; any other specialization class is z-m&me.
The user can force a There is no possible keyword for compile-time, because runtime predicates cannot be exploited at compile time.
The run-time attribute is inherited. That is, any specialization class I) derived from a run-time specialisatian &es R, is ru.xdime as well. This is because class D inherits all the predicates from &se R, which are (or were forced to be) run-time.
Within a single program, run-time speci&ation clesees can coexist with compile-time ones. Furthermore, different implementations of the same root class cau have different specialization times. For example, the generic hnplementation is hays generated at compil&iie, wkiie some of its descendants can be generated at run time. In our example, the i-node implementations are compiIe&me, wherees the two specialized file implementations are run-time.
Caching Specialized Implementations
Caching run-time specialized implementations consists of keeping the generated implementations in a data structure of bounded size. Besides limiting the code growth, tb% organisation has two potential benefits. The first one is to save space by avoiding to duplicate an existing implementation, whenever possible. For example, two different files which are in speciaIisation state ReadFile can share the same implementation if they have the same mode.
The second benefit of caching is to save time by keeping specialized implementations that are not currently used, but are likely to be reused. For example, a directory file is likely to be opened several times. Keeping its implementation for some time after the file is closed may pay off.
D&rent applications may need different caching strategies. Our compiler gives a default strategy, and provides a number of alternatives, The user cau choose between these alternatives, allocate new caches, and d&e some new strategies. To select a specific cache behavior for some specialization class S, the declaration ffagment 'cached &tub-egyCsf.zel" must be included in S's definition (see figure 14) . This f?agmtmt specifies that B cache of size &men& is reserved for class S. Cache behavior is also inherited, so that this cache is also used for classes derived from S (tmless they redefine it).
Our ir.nplementation is extensible (see &me 16). There ie a Specializ+r interface, whi functionality (method epec()). FL.
de@es the specialization run-time speciebzer implements this interface. A cecbe is a %lte?' for the run-time specislizer. That is, the csche both implements the interface, and contains a referaRce to the run-time specir&z,er. It eatiaiies same of the specialization requests by itself, if it can reuse an existiig implementation from the cache; if not, it invokes the runtime speciabr. In this scheme, the user GUI provide its own cache strategy by extending the Ca&e abstract class.
Some Caching Strategies
A number of general cache strategies (e.g., LRU, multi-way associative, etc.) can be used for the specialization caches. However, caching of run-time specialized implementations raises some specific issnes: Figure 15 : The cache hierarchy Speciekeation must be amotized. l%ihng to take this constx$ut into account may trigger frequent specializations which will never pay off.
Specialization classes are ordered by the [more specidlized than* relation. The most specialized implementatirm is intended to give the best performance gain.. There is also some compatibility between ordered implementations. That is, an imphmxntation for a given specialization &ES is applicable to any derived specialization classe.5.
A specialization request can be ref&sed, whenresources are unavailable, by defaulting to the generic implementation.
Z'hkiug these issues into account, some novel, domahsptic strategies can be studied. Let us outline some exampIt?% l dmo&&jon: Considers the amor&a&n e&ct es the most importent aspect. Therefore, a specialized implementation is never evicted from the cache antiI it is no more referenced This strategy c&u cause some spa chlization opportunities to be neg&?cted when space is exhausted.
l Deptbmosd priori@: Specialization &sees are prioritized upon their 'depth* (or degree) of specizilization in the inheri@nce tree. In case of an evjctfon from the cache the Iexit eci . %f This strategy m ed implement@ions is chosen. es 'ghly specialized methods more likely to be available 4 First fit: In response to a specialization request, this strategy searches in the cache until if f&Is any implf3 rued&ion campatible with the requested one. Jmplementations are evicted only when no approximate fit is found. This strategy encourages re-use of implementations, at the price of approximate fitting.
Overhead of the Execution Support
Managing speciali.zed version nt nmthneimposes some overheed, both in terme of time end space. Our execution sup-port tries to minimize the time overhead in frequently executed paths. Namely, as long as the state does not change, each caSl of a specializable method incurs only one extra method call to delegate the behavior to the current impIementation. Only when there is a state change, the execution support is invoked to perform various tasks: determining which specialization to choose, calling the speciahzer onthe-fly (for run-time classe~)~ propagating notifications, and rephcing the implementation. Furthermore, the overhead is not paid by all objects of a root class. In the filesystem example (see figure 14) , assigumcnts to variable count are not guarded in any generic fUe object because this part of the state does not tie& the current implementation.
Current Status
We have implemented a compiler prototype for speciahzatioo classes, written in Java. Our prototype directly implements the compilation algmithm given in Appendix A, using the Jaw&C parser generator from Sun [38] . We are currently working on a specializer for Java code which is not yet fuLly functional. The idea is to use our ex&ing Java-bytecode to C compiler, called Harissa [29] , as a frontend to our existing specializer for C programs, called Tempo [12, 241. Specialized programs may then be translated back to Java.
In the meantime, one can use specialization classes in two ways. First, Tempo cau be directly used for specializing native methods in Java programs, both for compil&ime and run-time specialization classes. Second, the user ten supply manually specialized code, by supplying a complete definition for each specializable function in a specialization class. Note that this manual strategy only works when the code can be specialized statically (i.e., only for compile-time epecialization classes).
Related Work
Predicate classes [8] are a form of dynamic inheritance, which complements the static inheriitace of an objectoriented language. They offer support for defining an object with several implementations, which are dynamically selected based on arbitrary predicates on the object's state. Implementations are not restricted to specialization of an existing behavior; they can add completely new functional&s. All implementations must be defined staticahy, by hand. Part of the interface checking must be done at run time, unless avoided by some user annotations. The dynamic selection of implementations is baaed on multi-dispatching.
Specialization &ssea are based on predicates classes, but are taiIored for a pax-tic&u goaL program speciahzation. Our predicates have some simple forms, which allows us to automatically derive implementations, even at run-time. As the interface of specialized objects never changes, static interface checking can .&ii be done without any user guidance. The assumption that unstable predicates seldom change allows uz to optimize the implementation, and to fully integrate it into a single-dispatched language such as Java.
Dean et al. explore a specific form of program specialization, which is aimed at eliminating most of the virtual method calls in au object-oriented Iauguage [17] . To eliminate a virtual method call on a receiver object, a clone of the c&u method is produced for each possible type of both the receiver and the arguments. Special care is taken to avoid an uncontrolled code growth by selectively performing this optimization. The selection algorithm estimates the impact of a potential specialization based on proflfiug inforrnati~u, In their approach, methods are specialized only with respect to the type of the objects. Our specialization ia with respect to the state of the objects. An interesting direction would bo to explore a selection algorithm for (general) program spf+ CiaIization. This algorithm would compute the most userul specialiiation clesses, based on profiling information, E&Sting program specializera offer d&rent lcvcls of support for expressing and guiding specialization. In CMii [l] , a special&r for C programs, the transformations are guided by command line parameters ti the specializtu. The management of specialized components is not addressed, because the program is always specialized as a whole. In Tempo 1111, (our specia.lizer for C programs) both run-time and compiletime specialization can be done [13] , based on a separate description of the specialization context. This description is flat and somewhat limited, due to the lack of au&hurt S~JUC-ture in C programs. The run-time specialized versions must be enf,ireIy managed by the user. In fibius [271, a specializer for ML programs, the usex guides the transformations by rewriting the program to expose two execution stages, using currying. The specializable component is a function, and it is up to the programmer to generate and manage the specialized fnnctions. In the C dynamic compiler devclaped by University of Washington [3, 211, the programmer can mark replaceable components by directly annotating tho program, using a few syntax extensions. The management of specialized blocks is done automatically.
Cowan et cl. describe some axocution support far JWUaging several versions of the same procedure, in the context of adaptive operating systems [Xi] . Their work focuses on a re-plugging algorithm able to deal with the concurrency issues of au operating system. J?inally, Jet us note that our compiling scheme for gonerating the execution support generalizes some programming patterns found in object-oriented applications dealing with forms of dynamic adaptivity. As an example, in the Standard Java library, several objects offer some adaptivity to security restrictions. The javanet .Sacket class delegates pert of its functionality to an implementation object called SocketImpl. These implementation objects are created by a SocketZuplFactory object, which can bo replaced by a user-defined one. This adaptivity is irreversible in that once a socket is created, its implementation cannot change anymore.
F'uture Work and Conclusions
Specialization classes provide a complete dtxlarativa approach to describe the specialization behavior of program components. As a result, specialization can better adapt a program to a spetic usage pattern. Specialization classes dlow the programmer to declare what program components should be specialized and how they should be specialized. This approach uniformly captures the numerous emerging &xnatives to perform specialization (compila thnc, run time, incremental, automatic, . . .).
Specialization classes ere fully integrated in the object, oriented paradigm. It declares specialization aspects of existing classes without disturbing the source program.
Specialization ciasses define a specialization context which can be applied at both compile time and run time. If a specialization context changes becanse of some state updates, this situation is automatically detected and the corm spondmg specialization methods are either specialized witb more values or made more generic if some speeizlizatian values become unavailable. Because specia!ization classes form a class hierarchy, objects csn be specialized incrementally BS more specialization valnes become available. Specialization classes allow the programmer to specify what run-time support a class should include to manage its specializations. In particular, various cache strategies cau be declared to better fit the specialization needs of ihe application.
We have implemented a compiler horn extended Java, with specialization classes, to standard Java. We are currently completing a program specializer for Java programs. It will then be interfaced with our specialization cIsss compiler. It will allow a programmer to specify both compiletime aud ruu-time specialization aspects of classes.
w8 are studying the generalization of the form of predicates used in specialization clssses. In particular, we plan on introducing d&junctions and class vsriables to improve the expressive power of predicates.
Regarding applications of specialization classes, we are continuing the effort initiated by Cowan et nl. in the area of adaptive operating system components [IS] . We would like to use specialization classes to specify a number of systems optimizations that have been described in the btterature (e.g., [23, 7, 37, 20] ). In particular, we are redesigningapart of the CHbRUs IPC! subsystem, to exploit opportunities for run-time optimization that have not been addressed so far because of a lack of appropriate methodologies and tools.
